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Abstract. Crowd tracking generates trajectories of a set of particles
for further analysis of crowd motion patterns. In this paper, we try
to answer the following questions: what are the particles appropriate
for crowd tracking and how to track them robustly through crowd.
Diﬀerent than existing approaches of computing optical ﬂows, tracking
keypoints or pedestrians, we propose to discover distinctive and stable
mid-level patches and track them jointly with dynamic evolution of group
structures. This is achieved through the integration of low-level keypoint
tracking, mid-level patch tracking, and high-level group evolution. Keypoint tracking guides the generation of patches with stable internal motions, and also organizes patches into hierarchical groups with collective
motions. Patches are tracked together through occlusions with spatial
constraints imposed by hierarchical tree structures within groups. Coherent groups are dynamically updated through merge and split events
guided by keypoint tracking. The dynamically structured patches not
only substantially improve the tracking for themselves, but also can assist the tracking of any other target in the crowd. The eﬀectiveness of
the proposed approach is shown through experiments and comparison
with state-of-the-art trackers.

1

Introduction

Crowd motion analysis has recently drawn many attentions because of its important applications in crowd video surveillance including recognizing diﬀerent
crowd events and traﬃc modes [29, 34–36, 11], detecting abnormal crowd behaviours [29, 15], and predicting crowd behaviours [35]. Diﬀerent than many
conventional surveillance approaches which focus on tracking individuals and
analysing their behaviours, crowd surveillance treats the whole crowd as a union
at the macroscopic level. It does not require extracted motions exactly corresponding to individual objects, as long as they reﬂect the motion patterns of the
whole crowd. On the other hand, the learned motion patterns can assist tracking
a particular target of interest through the crowd [2, 13, 21, 23]. Existing works
learn crowd motion patterns through computing optical ﬂows [2, 13, 21, 23],
tracking keypoints [34–36] or pedestrians [1, 22, 26].
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Fig. 1. (a) Crowd video. (b) A good mid-level patch for tracking with coherent internal
motions. Since the motions of keypoints and the patch are consistent, tracking the
patch well reﬂects local motions of the crowd. The patch covers three persons whose
relative positions are stable over time. They form unique visual pattern for tracking.
(c) Multi-scale patches. The red patch covers two small yellow patches. They have
coherent motions. The red patch can assist tracking the yellow patches by adding
spatial constraint at a larger scale. (d) A patch with incoherent internal motions. It is
not suitable for tracking as it cannot keep stable visual pattern. Since its motion diﬀers
from those of keypoints inside, it cannot accurately reﬂect local motion of the crowd.

We can treat crowd tracking as generating trajectories of diﬀerent length from
a set of particles (i.e., pixels, keypoints, patches or pedestrians) at diﬀerent scale
levels. The major challenges of crowd tracking lie in three aspects: (1) partial or
full occlusions caused by frequent interactions among objects; (2) a large number
of individuals with similar appearance; and (3) signiﬁcant appearance variation
due to the perspective distortion of camera views. Diﬀerent types of crowd tracking provide diﬀerent amount of information for further motion analysis, and they
also need to balance the risk of tracking errors.
Optical ﬂows are computed at all pixels but their tracking only lasts for one
frame. Keypoint tracking only selects good feature points to track. Those keypoints can be considered as the smallest patches. If they are well tracked over
multiple frames, keypoint tracking can provide accurate information for crowd
motion analysis. However, keypoint tracking is very sensitive to even small occlusions, since a feature point does not contain appearance information from a large
area. Therefore, only short tracklets can be obtained. Tracking with pedestrian
detection is very diﬃcult because of heavy occlusions especially in very dense
crowd and large changes of viewpoints. So far there is no pedestrian detector
working robustly in all kinds of crowd scenes.
The above observations motivate us to ﬁnd good mid-level patches to track,
which cover larger areas than keypoints and are more robust to occlusions. Patch
tracking can provide us longer trajectories which are useful for crowd motion
analysis. We can even track patches with diﬀerent sizes (Fig. 1 (c)). Large patches
are more robust and take less risk of drifting. However, motions captured by them
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are less accurate, since they are not sensitive to local movements. Then the key
question is what are good patches for tracking. Diﬀerent from other tracking
problems, one patch may be placed on multiple objects in crowd as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). Such a patch may not be bad for tracking, as long as the two objects
move coherently with stable relative positions. Moreover, study [18] has shown
that neighbouring pedestrians may form unique visual patterns which make the
patch distinctive for tracking. Since keypoint tracking provides accurate motions
within short periods, it can help to ﬁnd patches with stable internal structures
and distinctive visual patterns [6, 20, 27]. It is important to detect patches with
coherent internal motions, because such patches keep stable appearance and can
accurately reﬂect the motions of the crowd as shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (d).
Scientiﬁc studies [14, 16] have shown that when a person is placed in crowd, he
or she tends to form collective behaviours with others instead of moving freely.
Thus crowd tends to form groups with coherent motions [34]. The relative positions of individuals within a group are more stable. Moreover, the collectiveness
of crowd increases as it becomes denser [33]. Therefore, patches within the same
coherent group should be tracked together by modeling their spatial structures.
It will signiﬁcantly improve the robustness when tracking through occlusions.
We target on automatically detecting distinctive and stable mid-level patches
and jointly tracking them with dynamically evolved group structures. Keypoint
tracking, patch tracking and group evolution are integrated at three diﬀerent
levels. It is motivated by our insights on the strength and weakness of the three
aspects in crowd tracking. While patch tracking is more robust to partial occlusion and appearance change, keypoint tracking provides more accurate motion
information in short periods. Keypoint tracking can help to detect patches with
stable internal structures, and organize patches into groups with coherent motions and stable structures. Patches are tracked with a new dynamic hierarchical
tree structure. It models the spatial relationships between patches at diﬀerent
scales and the evolution of group structures. Since crowd motions change dynamically, group structures are updated through merge and split over time.

2

Related Work

Some works [2, 13, 21, 23] have been done on tracking targets through crowd by
learning models of scene structures and long-term motion patterns from optical
ﬂows or trajectories of keypoints. Ali and Shah [2] proposed multiple ﬂoor ﬁelds
to assist tracking targets through crowd. These ﬂoor ﬁelds characterize forces
from dominant paths, preferred exit regions, and boundaries of scene structures.
Rodriguez et al. [21] employed the Correlated Topic Model [5] to learn a mixture
of motion patterns for a speciﬁc scene and used it as prior to guide tracking. In
[23], they extended this approach such that the learned priors of crowd behaviors
can be transferred across scenes. Kratz and Nishino [13] captured the crowd
motion at each spatio-temporal location with 3D Gaussian distributions and
HMM, and used it as prior to guide tracking. All these models of scene structures
and crowd motion patterns are learned from optical ﬂows with oﬀ-line training.
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None of them jointly track multiple targets together. Their focus is on tracking
a particular particle through the crowd instead of tracking the whole crowd with
a set of particles as we do. Our online-tracking approach does not require a
training process to obtain priors of scene structures or motion patterns.
Recently, the social force model [9] has been used to track multiple pedestrians
by modeling their interactions, the inﬂuence of destinations and scene structures
with a physical model [19, 24]. This approach requires a lot of prior knowledge
on scene structures and only suitable to top-down views. The parameters of the
physical models need to be manually set or trained for each scene speciﬁcally.
The initialization of tracking must rely on a pedestrian detector on “all” the
individuals rather than keypoint or patch detectors (since the social force model
is based on the psychological and physiological interactions of individuals) which
generally does not work well in crowded scene. Manual initialization was used
in [19, 24]. It is not suitable for general crowd tracking.
Many model-free trackers [13, 3, 8, 30] are proposed to track general objects
including patches. They track each target separately without modeling the spatial constraints among targets. Idrees, Warner and Shah [10] tracked the crowd
using neighbourhood motion concurrence. The work most relevant to ours is
the structure preserving multi-object tracking proposed by Zhang and Maaten
[31]. It jointly tracks multiple objects by modeling their spatial constraints. This
work has several major diﬀerences with ours. Its patches are manually initialized
and considered as one group during the whole tracking process (i.e. its group
structure and the number of edges connecting patches are ﬁxed), while we automatically detect patches and dynamic update group structures through merge
and split operations. In [31], all the patches are placed on coherently moving objects with stable relative positions. However, in crowd tracking, patches may be
on groups moving in diﬀerent directions, and adding spatial constraints on them
may bias the tracking. In [31], the spatial constraints of patches are modeled at
a single scale, while a hierarchical tree structure at multiple scales is used by us.

3

Our Method

Our crowd tracking framework is shown in Fig. 2. It integrates low-level keypoint
tracking, mid-level patch detection and tracking, and high-level group evolution.
Keypoints are tracked with the KLT tracker [28]. Whenever ambiguity arises
due to occlusions or other factors, keypoint tracking stops. Therefore, keypoint
tracking can provide accurate information on crowd motions within short periods. Keypoint tracking results are used to detect mid-level patches suitable
for tracking (Section 3.1), and update group structures over time (Section 3.2).
Patches are tracked together with the spatial constraints added by the dynamic
hierarchical tree structures (Section 3.3).
3.1

Patch Detection

Patches good for tracking should satisfy two requirements: (1) the appearance
is distinctive; and (2) points inside the patch have coherent motions. In [25],
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Fig. 2. Our crowd tracking framework integrates low-level keypoint tracking, mid-level
patch detection and tracking, and high-level group evolution. Both group evolution and
patch detection are guided by keypoint tracking. Group structures, which are used to
assist patch tracking, are updated during high-level group evolution.

feature points good for tracking are selected as “Shi-Tomasi Corners” which are
distinctive in local areas. We assume that patches with high density of such corner points are easy to track as they contain more distinctive textures. In order
to ﬁnd such patch candidates, we adopt the clustering method proposed in [32]
to ﬁnd dense clusters of keypoints. In [32], a K-NN graph is built from keypoints
and graph indegrees well reﬂect the boundaries of keypoint distributions with
diﬀerent density levels. Outliers with low indegrees are removed and dense clusters with high indegrees are detected through agglomerative clustering. These
dense clusters help to generate patch candidates.
Instead of clustering keypoints directly on K-NN graph, we ﬁrst measure motion coherence [34] between neighbouring keypoints. If a keypoint moves coherently with others, its neighbour set should keep invariant over time and its
motion correlation with neighbours should be high. To achieve this, starting at
frame t, the invariant
of keypoint i in the successive d + 1 frames are
 neighbours
i
N
,
where
Nτi is the K-NN set of keypoint i in frame τ .
found as Mit→d = t+d
τ =t τ
The motion correlation between i and its invariant neighbour j is measured by
⎧
i
j
⎪
⎨ 1 t+d vτ · vτ , if j ∈ Mi ,
t→d
τ =t
Ci,j = d + 1
(1)
viτ  · vjτ 
⎪
⎩0,
otherwise,
where viτ is the velocity of i in frame τ and Ci,j is the (i, j) entry of motion
correlation matrix C. Given motion coherence, a graph is built among keypoints
and it is represented with matrix G which is derived from C with entries

1, if Ci,j > Ch & Cj,i > Ch ,
Gi,j =
(2)
0, otherwise,
Ch is a predeﬁned threshold set as 0.8 in all our experiments. Gi,j = 1 stands
for an edge between i and j. Edges are only assigned to pairs which are both in
the invariant neighbour set of each other and have high motion correlation.
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Fig. 3. (a) A typical curve of Q-value against cluster numbers. (b) Examples of detected
patches, red boxes are layer-2 patches mentioned in Section 3.3.

We cluster these keypoints based on a weighted version Gw of graph G by
integrating accurate spatial information
⎧
dist(i, j)2
⎨
), if Gi,j = 1,
exp(−
w
(3)
Gi,j =
σ2
⎩0,
otherwise,

where dist(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between i and j, and σ 2 =
i,j

(dist(i, j)2 · Gi,j )/ i,j Gi,j . We apply the graph-based bottom-up clustering
algorithm in [32] to ﬁnd dense keypoint clusters and determine the number of
clusters using “Q-value” [17]. A typical curve of Q-value against cluster numbers
is in Fig. 3(a). We choose the cluster number with the maximum Q-value.
Patches are estimated
from the detected keypoint clusters as follows: x =
1 N
1 N
i=1 xi , y = N
i=1 yi , w = 2σx , h = 2σy , where (x, y) is the patch center,
N
w and h are width and height respectively, (xi , yi ) is the coordinate of the ith
keypoint, σx and σy are the standard deviation of xi and yi , and N is the number
of keypoints in the cluster.
Some examples of patches detected in videos are shown in Fig. 3(b). Static
keypoints on the background are ﬁltered out by motion correlation in Eq.(1), so
patches locate on moving targets. Since the graph is built with K-NN, the sizes of
clusters/patches increase with K. In the extreme case, a fully connected graph
becomes one cluster. In Section 3.3, patches are generated with two diﬀerent
scales by choosing K = 10 and K = 20.
3.2

Group Evolution

Pedestrians in crowd interact with each other and form groups with coherent
motions. The relative positions of individuals in the same group are more stable.
So it is proﬁtable to identify groups and track targets in the same group jointly.
However, crowd group structures are also changeable and aﬀected by pedestrian
destinations and scene structures, and therefore need to be updated dynamically.
We derive groups of patches from the results of keypoint tracking, since they
provide more accurate motion information. Within a short period Δ, the whole
crowd is segmented into several coherent motion patterns with the Collective
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Fig. 4. Group evolution and dynamic structures, both group merge and split occurs

Merging algorithm [33]. It results in several groups of keypoints, such that each
group exhibits one collective motion pattern. Grouping information from the
keypoint-level guides the organization of mid-level patches. We assign keypoint
k a unique label yk indicating which collective motion it belongs to and determine
the label for patch i by majority vote of the keypoints covered by i.
Final groups for patches are generated by temporal smoothing. Let lti be the
label of patch i at frame t, then connectivity matrix Lt is deﬁned as

1,
if lti = ltj ,
Lt (i, j) =
(4)
0,
otherwise,
where Lt (i, j) is the (i, j) entry of Lt . We sum up connectivity matrices over time
kc −1
Lt−kΔ , where kc is the length of temporal buﬀer (kc = 10 in
by Lsum = k=0
all our experiments), and Δ is a short time period for calculating each Lt (Δ = 3
in all our experiments). Then entry (i, j) of Lsum is set to 1 if Lsum (i, j) ≥ κkc
and otherwise 0. The connected components in Lsum are extracted to be ﬁnal
groups at frame t. κ controls the value of threshold and is set as κ = 0.7 in
all of our experiments. The buﬀer window makes the group structures change
smoothly and robust to errors of detected collective motions.
By regularly detecting collective motions and grouping patches, we dynamically adjust group structures through merge and split events with the evolution
of crowd (Fig. 4).
3.3

Dynamic Hierarchical Tree Structure

Because of frequent occlusions and neighbours with similar appearance, trackers that only utilize appearance features of targets are likely to drift in crowd
scenes. We propose a dynamic hierarchical tree structure which imposes spatial
constraints on patches in a hierarchical manner and update structures dynamically according to the evolution of groups.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, each group of patches constitute a hierarchical structure which could model more spatial relationships and appearance features than
a single tree structure. Since patches selected in Section 3.1 suggest coherent internal motions, we generate patches for the second layer using the same method
but with a larger K than the ﬁrst layer. Then, cross-layer constraints are added
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Fig. 5. Dynamic hierarchical tree structure. Patches of diﬀerent color in the ﬁrst layer
indicates diﬀerent groups which are generated dynamically. Lines connecting patches
stand for spatial relationships.

straightforwardly between layer-2 patches and overlapping layer-1 ones. For each
group, the structure at each layer are initialized as a minimum spanning tree
with respect to spatial locations, so constraints tend to be added between neighbouring patches. When merge or split occurs, the structures will be merged or
split accordingly as shown in Fig. 4. We also re-initialize structures in each group
regularly to make sure that constrains are always imposed on adjacent patches.
m
For each group, we represent the set of patches at layer m by P m = { pm
i | pi =
m
m
m
m
m
m
(xi , wi , hi ) , i = 1, . . . Nm }, where (xi , wi , hi ) deﬁnes a bounding box for
m
m
m
patch pm
i with location xi , width wi and height hi . Edges within each layer
m
are denoted as E , and Ec stand for cross-layer edges. In coming new frames,
each group of patches are tracked by maximizing
D(I, pm
i )−

S(C; I) =
m

Pm

m
L(pm
i , pj ) −
m

Em

Lc (p1i , p2j ),

(5)

Ec

where C is the locations of all patches to be optimized given the new frame I.
The ﬁrst term D(I, pm
i ) is a unary term that measures appearance similarity
m m
1 2
between pm
i and the corresponding appearance model. L(pi , pj ) and Lc (pi , pj )
m m
are pairwise terms that encode spatial constraints between patches. L(pi , pj )
stands for intra-layer constraints and Lc (p1i , p2j ) are inter-layer ones.
The appearance score is measured as
m
m
D(I, pm
i ) = L(wi · f (I, pi )),

(6)

m
m
where f (I, pm
i ) is the HOG feature vector extracted in pi , wi is the linear
m
weights on HOG features trained for patch pi using linear SVM. L stand for
logistic function that regularize ﬁlter responses to [0, 1]. wm
i is updated using a
passive-aggressive algorithm similarly to [31].
Spatial constraint is deﬁned as
m
m
m
m
m 2
L(pm
i , pj ) = λij (xi − xj ) − eij  ,

(7)

where em
ij is the expected relative position between target i and j, parameter
m
λm
(λ
ij
ij = 0.001 in all of our experiments) controls the deformation cost in the
ﬁnal score S(C; I). Spatial constraint eij between patch i and j is initialized as
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eij = xi − xj , and updated by enew
= 0.5(xnew
− xnew
) + 0.5eold
ij
i
j
ij . Inter-layer
1 2
m m
constraints Lc (pi , pj ) are formulated similarly to L(pi , pj ).
Though it is hard to perform exact inference on loopy graphs, Eq.(5) can be
maximized eﬃciently with an iterative approach. First, the optimal conﬁguration
of patches in the ﬁrst layer regardless of inter-layer constraints is found by
P̂ 1 = max
1
P

D(I, p1i ) −
P1

L(p1i , p1j ),

(8)

E1

where P̂ 1 = {p̂1i |i = 1, . . . , N1 } represents the optimal solution. Since the ﬁrst
layer is tree-structured, exact inference can be performed in Eq.(8) via dynamic
programming. Then, patches in the second layer are located by integrating P̂ 1
as known
P̂ 2 = max
2
P

D(I, p2i ) −
P2

L(p2i , p2j ) −
E2

Lc (p̂1i , p2j ),

(9)

Ec

where the ﬁrst two terms are similar to Eq.(8), and Lc (p̂1i , p2j ) turns into a
unary term since p̂1i is ﬁxed. So Eq.(9) can also be solved eﬃciently by dynamic
programming. Then, P̂ 1 can be reﬁned by adding inter-layer term Lc (p1i , p̂2j ) with
ﬁxed p̂2j to Eq.(8) and optimize it again. After several iterations, the overall score
S(C; I) will converge to a stable value, and we stop iterations at the condition
that |Snew (Cnew ; I) − Sold (Cold ; I)| < , where  is a small constant which we set
as  = 10−4 in our work. It usually takes 2∼4 iterations before convergence.

4

Experiments

We conduct two sets of experiments for evaluation and comparison. In both
experiments, our tracker automatically detects mid-level patches regularly and
tracks them together with the selected target (which is manually initialized, since
all the other trackers in comparison require manual initialization) by adding
spatial constraints. Automatically detected patches act as “assistant patches”.
Targets and assistant patches are tracked together as described in Section 3.2 and
3.3. Assistant patches in layer 1 are treated equally with targets, while ones in
layer-2 are discarded if their appearance scores deﬁned in Eq.(6) are lower than
a threshold (0.3 in our experiments). Newly detected patches are assigned to
current groups and those leaving the ﬁeld of view are discarded during tracking.
The task of the ﬁrst experiment is to track a single target through crowd
videos. In comparison, several state-of-the-art model-free trackers are also used
to track the target. We will show that tracking the crowd as a whole can eﬀectively improve the tracking of any single target in the crowd. In the second experiment, we compare with the structure preserving multi-object tracking (SPOT)
approach [31] by jointly tracking multiple targets manually initialized. SPOT
also models the spatial constraints among targets during tracking. We will show
the advantage of our dynamic hierarchical tree structures during multi-object
tracking compared with keeping static structures unchanged in SPOT.
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Fig. 6. Tracking single target together with assistant patches. Bounding boxes stand for
tracked areas (yellow: the selected target; cyan: layer-1 assistant patches; red: layer2 assistant patches) and lines connecting these boxes are spatial constraints (cyan:
constraints in layer 1; red : constraints in layer 2 and cross-layer constrains).

The dataset1 used in our experiments contains six videos of crowd scenes as
shown in Fig. 7. Three of them (i.e., “Traﬃc”, “Crowds” and “Marathon”) are
downloaded from the Web. The other three (i.e., “Split”, “Merge”, “Cross”) are
captured by us and they exhibit three types of group evolution. The resolutions
of these videos are in the range of 480 × 360 to 768 × 568.
Due to frequent occlusions, KLT tracker is very unstable and produces highly
fragmented tracklets. The average length of its tracks is 10.03 pixels on this
dataset, while ours is 94.33. We did not compare with crowd tracking methods
relying on priors of “repeated” motion patterns and scene structures [2, 13,
21, 23], since they need oﬄine training to obtain priors. Our videos such as
“Split”, “Merge” and “Cross” do not have such motion priors since events only
happen once. We only compare with model-free trackers as our tracker does
not rely on priors of scene structures or repeated motion patterns. Social force
models [19, 24] are not compared, since they require human detection on “all”
the individuals as initialization. It is impractical in crowd tracking. See details
in Sec. 2.
We set K = 10 and 20 for detecting patches in layer 1 and 2 respectively. 4 × 4
cells are used for HOG feature extraction. Other parameter settings are explained
in Section 3. Experiments on all the videos share the same settings of parameters.
The tracking speed depends on video resolutions and scene crowdness. With an
unoptimized matlab implementation, our tracking speed is in the range of 7 fps
to 14 fps on this dataset by using Intel Core 2 Duo of CPU 3.0GHz.
4.1

Experiment I: Single-Object Tracking

In this experiment, we manually annotate the tracks of 10 targets through each
video (60 targets in total) to evaluate the tracking performance. Only one target
is tracked in each time with manual initialization. Experiments run for 10 times
on each video. Performance of trackers is evaluated by two metrics: (1) Error:
average distance between the center of hypothesis returned by trackers and that
of the ground truth; and (2) Recall: percentage of successfully tracked frames
(in which the overlap of hypothesis and ground truth is larger than 50%).
Four state-of-the-art model-free trackers are compared: OAB [8], MIL [3],
TLD [12] and CXT [7]. The ﬁrst 3 trackers concentrate on modeling appearance of tracked targets while the CXT tracker explores context (supporters and
distracters) from background to help tracking.
1

Available from http://home.ustc.edu.cn/~ zhufengx/crowdTracking/
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Table 1. Error and Recall of Experiment I. Bold font indicates best performance.
Ours
Error Recall
Traﬃc
3.29 97%
Crowds
4.37 96%
Marathon 5.57 87%
Split
3.93 91%
Merge
5.67 89%
Cross
4.10 90%

TLD [12]
Error Recall
85.85 46%
16.52 67%
7.35 41%
23.91 57%
34.36 47%
22.33 54%

MIL [3]
Error Recall
49.86 50%
10.69 71%
26.85 31%
9.06 64%
14.98 58%
30.09 37%

OAB [8]
Error Recall
46.1 67%
9.87 76%
15.75 53%
21.48 58%
15.31 65%
37.05 50%

CXT [7]
Error Recall
47.5 73%
70.4 55%
129.5 20%
46.8 67%
94.9 40%
97.6 47%

Fig. 6 shows the selected target, assistant patches and spatial constrains in
our approach. Tracking result frames shown in Fig. 7 and quantitative comparisons reported in Table 1 indicate that our tracker signiﬁcantly outperforms
others in comparison with large margins. It beneﬁts from the assistance of auxiliary patches used in crowd tracking and also the fact that our approach can
successfully detect and track these patches. In “Traﬃc” and “Crowds” videos, occlusions between objects occur frequently. OAB, MIL and TLD do not work well
on such videos as they only model the appearance of targets being tracked without using the motion information from nearby objects. Therefore, these trackers
tend to drift when the target is occluded. By tracking the target jointly with
automatically detected mid-level patches, selected targets can be tracked well
through occlusions. In the “Marathon” video, the targets for tracking are small
and less distinctive as the video is captured from bird-view and humans in the
scene wear similar clothes. By tracking targets jointly with spatial constraints
from neighbouring individuals, targets are less likely to drift among similar objects. In “Split”, “Merge” and “Cross” videos, pedestrian heads are selected for
tracking. Targets in these videos have large scale variations due to perspective
distortion and all heads are very similar in appearance. Our tracker has drawn
promising results in such videos. Though CXT tracker has also utilized context
information around the target, it can not handle frequent occlusions and too
many similar objects in crowd scenes. In our experiment, CXT tracker tend to
drift when occlusion happens or jump among analogous neighbours, which lead
to the worst performance in all compared trackers.
4.2

Experiment II: Multi-Object Tracking

In this experiment, we compare with the SPOT tracker [31] which has also
utilized spatial constraints for multi-target tracking. While in SPOT, tree structures at a single scale are initialized in the ﬁrst frame and remain unchanged
(though relative positions between nodes can be updated) during tracking. We
also compare with the NMC [10] tracker which utilizes neighbourhood motion
concurrence to predict positions of targets in Experiment II.
More targets are annotated to evaluate multi-object tracking performance, such
that the manually initialized and annotated targets can cover the whole crowd.
The number of annotated targets for the “Traﬃc”, “Crowds”, “Marathon”,
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of test videos and some tracking results in Experiment I. From top
to bottom: “Traﬃc”, “Crowds”, “Marathon”, “Split”, “Merge”, “Cross”.

“Split”, “Merge”, and “Cross” videos are 31, 18, 17, 19, 22, and 19. We also compare with ourselves by removing some functional parts of our tracker. The trackers for evaluation are summarized as (1) DHT+AP: manually selected targets and
multi-scale assistant patches (AP) are jointly tracked with our dynamic hierarchical tree structure (DHT); (2) DHT: targets are tracked with only layer-2 assistant
patches compared to DHT+AP; (3) TREE: single tree structure connecting all
targets which are initialized in the ﬁrst frame and stays unchanged during tracking (our implementation of SPOT); (4) SPOT; (5) NMC.
Results are presented in Table 2 and 3. Table 2 shows Errors and Recalls which
are deﬁned as before, and CLEAR MOT metrics [4] for multi-object tracking are
reported in Table 3. In CLEAR MOT metrics, we make correspondence between
object and hypothesis if their overlap is larger than 0, so for both MotP (multiobject tracking precision) and MotA (multi-object tracking accuracy), larger
value indicates better performance. DHT+AP and DHT outperform other trackers in both Error/Recall and CLEAR MOT metrics. The NMC tracker predicts
positions of targets using motions of neighbouring individuals without identifying
diﬀerent groups in crowd, which makes tracking performance drop signiﬁcantly in
scenes with complex motions (e.g. Traﬃc, Cross). TREE and SPOT are similar
in algorithm, but diﬀer in some implementation details (e.g., we perform exact
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Table 2. Error and Recall of Experiment II. Bold font indicates best performance.
DHT+AP
Error Recall
Traﬃc
3.03 99%
Crowds
8.17 90%
Marathon 4.57 88%
Split
5.02 86%
Merge
8.27 82%
Cross
5.82 89%

DHT
Error Recall
3.27 97%
8.94 83%
4.26 92%
4.50 86%
8.41 85%
4.61 89%

TREE
Error Recall
8.93 92%
19.78 71%
11.44 77%
24.09 59%
27.23 62%
48.00 51%

SPOT [31]
Error Recall
17.37 81%
15.10 64%
112.68 2%
68.47 25%
48.87 57%
90.96 27%

NMC [10]
Error Recall
35.89 74%
6.64 81%
5.97 70%
9.77 70%
11.57 77%
20.62 69%

Table 3. CLEAR MOT metrics of Experiment II. Bold font indicates best performance.
DHT+AP
MotP MotA
Traﬃc
0.81 99%
Crowds
0.72 90%
Marathon 0.70 91%
Split
0.68 86%
Merge
0.68 84%
Cross
0.72 90%

DHT
MotP MotA
0.82 98%
0.70 87%
0.72 91%
0.68 92%
0.71 81%
0.71 93%

TREE
MotP MotA
0.81 84%
0.68 72%
0.69 72%
0.60 49%
0.64 50%
0.63 18%

SPOT [31]
MotP MotA
0.68 52%
0.61 77%
0.22 -74%
0.45 -6%
0.62 44%
0.49 -10%

NMC [10]
MotP MotA
0.72 59%
0.66 99%
0.62 94%
0.65 65%
0.69 69%
0.65 74%

inference on tree structures instead of transforming them into star-structured
ones ﬁrst as in the released code of SPOT). Although performance is improved
by better implementation compared to SPOT, static structures used in TREE
still do not work well in crowd scenes. Spatial constraints could indeed help track
targets which have stable relative positions in crowd, but they may bias tracking
if constraints are imposed between targets moving in diﬀerent directions. Comparisons between DHT and TREE show that our dynamic structure is more
suitable for tracking in crowd scenes than the static structure. There seems to
be no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in performance between DHT+AP and DHT because
we have manually selected suﬃcient targets for tracking, so ﬁnding more midlevel patches does not help more. In “Split”, “Merge” and “Cross” videos, group
motions change drastically, so that a “good” spatial constraint may turn into a
“bad” one as the group evolves. Our approach can identify these changes, and
adjust group structures through merge and split (Fig. 8(a)). The proposed DHT
tracker even outperforms TREE in videos with stable group structures, e.g. the
“Marathon” sequence shown in Fig. 8(b). Layer-2 patches and hierarchical tree
structure used in DHT model more appearance features and spatial constrains
than the single tree structure, which can help prevent targets from drifting (in
Fig. 8(b), target 15 in the second column, target 17 in the third column, target
10 and 15 in the fourth column).
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(a) ĀSplitā
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Fig. 8. Some tracking results in Experiment II. Red dots: centers of ground truth; cyan
boxes: manually selected targets for tracking; dashed red boxes: automatically detected
layer-2 patches in DHT tracker. Row 1 and 3: tracking results of DHT tracker (layer-2
patches are hidden in row 1 for better visualization); Row 2 and 4: tracking results of
TREE tracker. (a): dynamic structure outperforms static structure in crowd scenes;
(b): hierarchical structure could help prevent targets from drifting.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed to detect distinctive and stable patches, and jointly track them
using dynamic hierarchical tree structures in order to capture crowd motions.
We integrate low-level keypoint tracking, mid-level patch tracking and high-level
group evolution into one united framework, in which keypoint tracking provide
accurate motion information in short periods, patch tracking is more robust to
partial occlusion or appearance changes, and group evolution guide the update
of group structures. Experimental results show that our tracker can track targets
more accurately than traditional trackers in crowd videos. The proposed dynamic
hierarchical tree structure outperforms static single-tree structure.
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